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WEIGHTED SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES

ON DOMAINS SATISFYING THE CHAIN CONDITION

SENG-KEE CHUA

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. By similar methods of Iwaniec and Nolder (Hardy-Littlewood in-

equality for quasiregular mappings in certain domains in R" , Ann. Acad. Sci.

Fenn. Ser. A I Math. 10 (1985)), we obtain weighted Sobolev inequalities on

domains satisfying the Boman chain condition.

1. Introduction

Recently there has been quite a number of papers discussing Poincare do-

mains, i.e., domains on which the Poincare inequality holds. (See, e.g., Bojarski

[1], Hurri [9], Staples [17], and Smith and Stegenga [16].) Moreover, Iwaniec

and Nolder [11] studied the ^-weighted Poincare inequality on domains sat-

isfying the Boman chain condition.

Definition 1.1 [11]. An open set Q in R" is said to be a member of &~(o, N),

Q > 1, iV > 1, if there exists a covering W of Q. consisting of open cubes

such that:

(i) Yq^wXoq{x)<Nxc1(x)   VxeR".
(ii) There is a 'central cube' Qo£W that can be connected with every cube

Q £ W by a finite chain of cubes Qo, Qi, ■■■, Qk(Q) = Q from W such that
Q c NQj for j = 0, 1, ... , k(Q). Moreover, Qj n QJ+X contains a cube Rj

such that Qj U Qj+X c NRj.

We say that Q satisfies the Boman chain condition if Q e ^(a, N) for

some N, a > 1. There are many types of domains satisfying the Boman chain

condition, for example, balls, cubes, and John domains (see [11]). Moreover, it

is easy to check that bounded (e, oo) domains (see [13] or [3] for the definition)

satisfy the Boman chain condition. Hence so do bounded Lipschitz domains.

The following is a consequence of [11, Theorem 3],

Theorem 1.2. Let a ,N > I, 0 < p < oo, ile fF(o, N), w £ Aq (Muck-
enhoupt Ap classes [12]) for some q > 1, and let f and g be measurable
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functions defined on Q. Suppose that for each cube Q with oQ c Q there

exists a constant a(f, Q) such that

(1.3) \\f-a(f,Q)\\K(Q)<Co\\g\\K(aQ)

with Co independent of Q. Then there exists a constant a(f, Q) such that

(1-4) ll/-«(/,n)lli4(Q)<C||*||l4(o)

where C depends only on n, p, w , a, N, and Co ■

However, (1.3) holds for w £ Ap (Muckenhoupt Ap classes [12]), g - \Vf\,

and a = 1 with C0 = Cl(Q) (see [8, 3, 6]). But the l(Q) are clearly bounded
for Q c Q, when Q £ 0?(a ,N). It follows that the ^-weighted Poincare

inequality holds on domains satisfying the Boman chain condition. Indeed,

(1.3) holds for a larger class of weights with g — |V/| (see [2] or [3]), and

hence we can try to extend the previous argument to it. Checking through the

arguments of [11], we find that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 1.5. Let o, N > 1, 1 <p <q < oo, /c e N, and Q e 9~(a, N), and
let f, g be measurable functions defined on Q. Also, let v be a weight and

let w be a doubling weight. Suppose that for each cube Q with oQ c Q, there

exists a polynomial P(f, Q) of degree k such that

(1.6) \\f-P{f,Q)\\LUQ)<A\\g\\K(aQ)

with A independent of Q. Then there exists a polynomial P(f, Q) of degree

k such that

(1-7) \\f-P(f,ttl\\iua)<CA\\g\\ma)

where C depends only on n, q, w, a, k, and N.

Indeed, Bojarski [1] stated an unweighted version of the preceding theorem.

We will modify his technique and those of [11] to prove his result and the

theorem.

Remark 1.8. (i) Let a > 0. In particular, if w , v , p, q are as in Theorem 1.5,

it follows from Theorem 1.5 that the following two conditions are equivalent:

(a) there exists a > 1 such that \\f - a(f, Q)||Lj,(Q) < Cl(Q)a\\g\\LP{aQ) for

some constant a(f, Q) for all cubes Q in R" ;

(b) \\f-a(f,Q)\\Li{Q)<Cl(Qr\\g\\L,{Q) for some constant a(f,Q) for
all cubes Q in R" .

In the case g = |V/|, p = q, v = w , and a = 1, one can prove the above by

extension as in [3]. However, that is much more complicated.

(ii) For more applications, see Remark 2.9 and Theorem 2.14.

2. Proof of the main result

In this section, C denotes various positive constants and C(a,/?,...) de-

notes such constants depending only on a, ji, ... . These constants may differ

even in the same string of estimates. By a weight w , we mean a nonnegative

locally integrable function on R" . By abusing notation, we will alsowrite w

for the measure induced by w . Sometimes we write dw to denote w dx . We
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say w is doubling if w(2Q) < Cw(Q) for every cube Q, where 2Q denotes

the cube with the same center as Q and twice its edge length.

First we will prove a simple fact. Although the proof is quite simple, the

author failed to present it previously in [3, 4]. This will greatly simplify many

details in those papers. For example, the Poincare type inequality on the union

of two touching Whitney cubes can now be replaced by the Poincare type in-

equality on cubes. However, Theorem 2.1 is just a special case of Theorem

1.5.

Theorem 2.1. Let f and g be measurable functions on R", and let v be a

weight and w a doubling weight. Also, let 1 < p < q < oo. Suppose that for

each cube Q, there exists a constant a(f, Q) such that

(2.2) ll/-fl(/,G)llu(e)<^(G)ll*ll««2)

with A independent of Q. Then

(2.3) \\f-a(f, Qx UQ2)||U(0luQl) < CAmax(l(Qx),l(Q2))\\g\\K{QxUQl)

for all touching cubes Qx, Q2 (i.e., a face of one cube is contained in a face

of the other). Here C depends only on max(l(Qx)/l(Q2), l(Q2)/l(Qx)), w,q,
and the dimension n.

Proof. Let L = max(/(<2,)/l(Q2), l(Qi)/l(Qi)) and let Q3 c Qx u Q2 such that
IG3 n Qt\ > {L-"\Qi\ for /=1,2. Then there exists a constant a(f, Qx U Q2)
such that

Wf-aif, Q3)fL,(GiUG2)

<2«-» £ \\f-a(f,Qi)\\lii{Qi) + \\a(f,Qi)-a(f,Qi)\\lUQi)
(=1,2

<2"~x J2 \\f ~ a(f, Qd\\llm
1=1,2

<C(n,q,L,w)Y: (||/-«(/, Qi)\\llm + »/-«(/, (Wllfoanft)
1=1,2

+11/—(/,a)iii(anai))

<C(n,q,L,w)   ^   ||/- a(f, Qi)\\9nm
1=1,2,3

<C(n,q,L,w)A"   ^   MUm
1=1,2,3

i       v
< C(n,q,L,w)Aq \    ^   ll^ll^«2-) ) since q - p

<C(n,q,L,w)A"\\g\\"LPv{QjUQ2).

This concludes the proof of the theorem,   d
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Next we will give a proof of the main theorem. First let us define the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function with respect to a doubling weight w .

Definition 2.4.

Mwf(x) = sup —^ / 1/0)1 dw(x).
xeQ w\Us Jq

Note that

Wwf\\LPwm < C\\f\\Lew(R1I)       if   1  < p < 00 ,

w{xeW: Mwf(x) >X}< jll/IL^R")   VA > 0.

Next, we will prove a lemma similar to [11, Lemma 4] or [1, Lemma 4.2].

Lemma 2.5. Let {Qa}a€i be an arbitrary family of cubes in R" . If {aa}aei is

a family of nonnegative real numbers, then for 1 < p < oo and N > 1, we have

^aaXNQa <C(w,n,p,N)  ^OaXa,

a Ifc(R") a iS,(R")

Proof We will prove the lemma by almost exactly the same approach as in [1]

except that we now make use of weighted Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions

instead of the usual Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions. First note that the

case p = 1 follows immediately from the fact that w is doubling. Next, if

1 < p < oo, let tp £ L&(Rn) where l/p' + l/p = 1. Observe that

/   Y\aaXNQa(x)(P{x)dw(x) = VV /     tp(x)dw(x)
JR"    a a JNQa

<Y.a^T§rl  Mwtp(x)dw(x)
a w\Ua)    jQa

< C(w, N) /   Y^a<*XQaMwtp(x)dw(x)
jR"    a

<C(w,N)  ^aaxQa WMw<P\\L/{Rn)
<* L£,(R»)

<C(w,n, N,p)  Yla«XQ° H^II^'cr-)-
<* i£(R")

This concludes the proof.   □

Next let us state an inequality on polynomials.
Theorem 2.6.x  Let F, Q be cubes such that F c Q and \F\ > y\Q\. If w is
a doubling weight,  1 < q < oo, and p is a polynomial of degree m, then

II P \\lue)< C(y,m,n, w)(w(E)/w(F))xl« \\ p \\n{F)

for all measurable sets E c Q.

This theorem is just a consequence of the following two lemmas.

'This theorem is indeed a consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [3].
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Lemma 2.7 [19, Chapter 3, Lemma 7]. If w is a doubling measure and m is

a positive integer, then there exists so(n, m, w) such that if s < so then for

all cubes Q,X > 0 such that w({x £ Q : \p(x)\ > X}) < sw(Q) we have

supx€q\p(x)\ < CX, where p is any polynomial of degree m and C is a

constant independent of X, Q, and p.

It follows from Chebyshev's inequality and this lemma that given m and a

polynomial p of degree m ,

C
\\P IU»(G)< ̂Tgy WpWlkq)

with C independent of Q and p.

Lemma 2.8 [5, Lemma 1.5; 3, Theorem 2.2]. Let Q be a cube and let E be a
measurable set in Q with |F|>y|Q|. If p is a polynomial of degree m then

\\P lk~(£)> C(y, m) \\p ||Loo(Q) .

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let W be the covering of Q that satisfies the &~(o, N)

chain condition, and let <2o be the central cube. If Q £ W and Qo, Qi, ■■■ ,
Qk(Q) = 2 is the chain connecting Qo to Q provided by the Boman chain

condition, then

\\P(f,Q)-P(f,Qo)\\LUQ)
k(Q)

<Y/\\P(f,Qj)-P(f,Qj-i)LuQ)
7=1

SC<-**-'«>S(=(5nfcr
x l|F(/, Qj) - P(f, Gy-OHiKcfcnflM    (by Theorem 2.6

since there is a cube Rj c Qj n Qj-X such that N\Rj\ > \Qj u Qj-X |)

k{Q) /       in<n\       \ Xlq

x (||F(/, Gj)-/llii(«,nfl/-.) + ll^(/. flS/-i)-/llii(a,nfl,-,))

<C(n,N,k,w,q)Y,[^)     IW. Qj) ~ f\\u>m-

Hence

l|F(/,0-P(/,C2o)lk(e)^^

< C(n, AT, *, w.p) £ S^ll/- W. *>luw
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Thus

^\\P(f,Q)-P(f,Qo)\\il{Q)
Qew

= £ [\\P(f^)-p(f'Qo)\\lUQ)^§rdw(x)

<C(n,N,k,w,q) [    £ ^M U~ P(/' *>"«<*>    dw{x)
Jr" ReW w\n) '

(by the previous estimate and the fact that Yqew Xq(x) < Nxn(x))

<C(n,N,k,w,q)[    £ -^^||/-P(f, R)\\n{R)    dw(x)

(by Lemma 2.5)

<C(n,N,k,w,q)J2 Z7^Wf-p(f' RK«<R) I XR(x)dw(x)

( since  53 Xr(x) < Nxn(x))
V R£W I

<C(n,N,k,w,q)Y,\\f-P(f, R)\\9LURy
Rew

Next observe that

\\f-P(f,Qo)Wk{a)

< 2"~x 53 (||/- P(f, Q)\\qLi(Q) + \\P(f, Q) - P(f, Qo)\\qLl(Q))

< C(n, N, k, w , q) 53 II/- P(f > Q)\\l"<q)      (^ tne Previ°us estimate)
Q€W

<C(n, N,k,w,q, o)Aq 53 llsHlj^e)
Qew

i      v/p
<C(n,N,k,w,q, o)Aq     53 HsII^G) (since a - P )

\Qew        "      J

< C(n, N,k,w, q, cj)Aq\\g\\qL,{n)

since Yq^w Xoq(x) < Nxa(x). This completes the proof of our conclusion.   □

Remark 2.9. (i) In Theorem 1.5 let W be the covering of Q, that satisfies the
chain conditions. Then, indeed, we need only to assume (1.6) holds for all

Q£W.
(ii) Let Q £ ^(o, N). We can also cover it by open balls that satisfy similar

chain conditions. Moreover, we can prove by a similar method that Theorem

1.5 holds if we assume that (1.6) holds for all balls (instead of cubes) in Q.
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(iii) Let fi c ^(a, N) for some a, N > 1 and M c dfi (the boundary

of Q). Suppose w(x) = dist(x, M) = infy6A/ |x - y\. Let W be a covering

of Q that satisfies the chain condition. Let a £ R. Then it is clear that if
1 <P < Q < oo ,

(2.10)

Wf-fQ^\\LUQ) ̂ Cim\Vf\\LUQ)        (fQ,w» = ~Q)JQfdw^

and, indeed, when 1 - (n/p - n/q) > 0,

(2.11) 11/-/c,^ll^(e) < C/(G)1-("/p-"/<')dist(f2, M)^-^||v/||^(0)

for / £ Liploc(R") and Q £ W with C depending only on o, N, n, p, a, fi ,
and q . These estimates can be obtained easily by the fact that w is comparable

to dist((2, M) on Q and the unweighted Poincare type estimate.

We can now apply (i) to conclude that when wa is doubling,

(2.12) Wf-fn,w4L>V) ^ CsupdistO, M)*||V/||L, (J1)

provided 8 = 1- (l/p - l/q)n + a/q - ft/p > 0 and 1 - (n/p - n/q) > 0 with
C depending only on a, N, n, p, a, B , and q . In particular, when M = dCl

where fi is a John domain and p = q, we obtain the weighted Poincare type

estimate as in [10] when wa is doubling.

Sawyer and Wheeden proved a theorem on the weighted Sobolev inequality;

let us state a part of it.

Theorem 2.13. Suppose Qo is a cube in R", 1 < p < q < oo, and that f is

Lipschitz continuous on Qo with either support in Qo, /q0 = 0, or /Go>u, = 0.

Let a = v-'/tP-') where v is a weight. If w is a doubling weight then

\\f\\LUQo)<A(V>W>Qv)WVf\\L>{Q0)

where

A(v,w,Q0) = C(p,q) sup \Q\x">-xw(Q)x'qo(Q)x">'
ecseo

when p < q, and

r 1    f     1 xlpr r 1    f    1 xip'r
A(v,w,Qo) = C(p,r) sup \Q\XI"   m j wr m / or

QcSQo LIC^I Jq     J       Lltfl Jq    J

for any r > 1 when p = q .

We will now apply Theorem 1.5 and show that indeed we need only take the

supremum over cubes in Qo when /g0, «i = 0.

Theorem 2.14. Let 1 < p < q < oo and let a = v~x/{p~^ where v is a weight.

Suppose w is a doubling weight.  Then for all cubes Qo in R" and Lipschitz
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continuous function f on Qo,

(2.15) Wf-foo.wWnm $ A(v> ™> eo)l|v/||Lj(Go)

where
A(v,w, Qo) = C(p,q, Co) sup \Q\xln-xw(Q)xlqo(Q)xlp'

QcQo

when p < q, and

r i    r    l xipr r i    r    i 1/-p'r
^0,U7,Qo) = C(/7,r,C0)sup|(2|1/"   — / wr        U, / o'\

qcQo [\Q\Jq    J      L \Q\Jq   j

w/ievj p = q for any r > 1. (Co is ^e doubling constant for w, i.e., w(2B) <

Cow(B) for all balls B in Rn.)

Proof. First note that Qo £ &~(o, N) for all cubes Qo in R" for some a, N >
1 depends only on 77. Let WQ be a covering of Qo that satisfies the chain

condition. Then 8(2 C 80—'Qo for all Q £ W0. It follows from Remark 2.9(f)
that (2.15) holds for

^O,ui,Gb) = C(p,0,Co)    sup    \Q\xl"-xw(Q)xlqo(Q)xlp'
QC&a-'Qo

or

^0,u;,(2o) = C(p,r,Co)    sup    |G|i/»LL /VI       Ur/Vj
Qc8ff-i(2o LIGI Jq    J      LIGUq   -I

for some r > 1. We can now obtain the conclusion by repeating the above

arguments.   □
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